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in mathematics the lyapunov exponent or lyapunov
characteristic exponent of a dynamical system is a quantity
that characterizes the rate of separation of infinitesimally
close trajectories quantitatively two trajectories in phase
space with initial separation vector δ z 0 displaystyle delta
mathbf z 0 diverge provided that the taking the same lyapunov
candidate as above v frac 1 2 x 2 we have dot v x 2 x 4 alpha
x this lyapunov function allows us to easily verify for
instance that v le frac 1 3 is a robust invariant set because
whenever v frac 1 3 we have forall alpha in alpha min alpha
max quad dot v x alpha lyapunov theory is used to make
conclusions about trajectories of a system x f x e g g a s
without finding the trajectories i e solving the differential
equation typical lyapunov theorem has the form if n there
exists a function v v and v r r that satisfies some
conditions on the most important type is that concerning the
stability of solutions near to a point of equilibrium this
may be discussed by the theory of aleksandr lyapunov in
simple terms if the solutions that start out near an
equilibrium point stay near forever then is lyapunov stable
the control of the trajectory of the space transports is
based on the lyapunov stability theory the lyapunov stability
theory is used to describe the stability of a dynamic system
fig 1 2 3 application the application of this theory to
control is mainly based on the lyapunov stability theorem 1 1
introduction lyapunov exponents are a fundamental concept of
nonlinear dynamics they quantify local stability features of
attractors and other invariant sets in state space positive
lyapunov exponents indicate exponential divergence of
neighbouring trajectories and are the most important
attribute of chaotic attractors the idea behind lyapunov s
direct method is to establish properties of the equilibrium
point or more generally of the nonlinear system by studying
how certain carefully selected scalar functions of the state
evolve as the system state evolves 5 1 recognizing lyapunov
functions there exists a number of slightly different ways of
defining what constitutes a lyapunov function for a given
system depending on the strength of the assumptions a variety
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of conclusions about a system s behavior can be drawn 5 1 1
abstract lyapunov and storage functions set t0 a polytope or
an ellipsoid in the space of parameter vector φ φq qn 1 this
set will limit the search for a valid storage function let φ
be the center of t0 define v by the φ and apply the
verification oracle to it if v is a valid storage function the
search for storage function ends successfully this book
presents advances in the theory and design of robust
nonlinear control systems in the first part of the book the
authors provide a unified framework for state space and
lyapunov robust adaptive fuzzy output feedback control for
stochastic nonlinear systems with unknown control direction
this paper discusses the problem of adaptive fuzzy output
feedback control for a class of uncertain stochastic
nonlinear strict feedback systems linearization theorem the
lyapunov equation the lyapunov equation is at p p a q 0 where
a p q rn n and p q are symmetric interpretation for linear
system x ax if v z zt p z then v z az t p z zt p az zt qz i e
if zt p z is the generalized energy then zt qz lyapunov
functions also called lyapunov s second method for stability
are important to stability theory of dynamical systems and
control theory a similar concept appears in the theory of
general state space markov chains usually under the name
foster lyapunov functions webnonlinear systems reza lavaei
graduate student member ieee leila bridgeman member ieee
abstract a controller synthesis method for state and input
constrained nonlinear systems is presented that seeks
continuous piecewise affine cpa lyapunov like functions and
controllers simultaneously projective space and lyapunov
exponents in the study of linear systems it is often
convenient to introduce the projective space in particular
for systems on the plane the use of the one dimensional
projective space allows to consider a given mapping as a map
of the circle cd 2334 3303 inspec accession number persistent
link ieeexplore ieee org servlet opac punumber 9 more
publisher ieee one of the main problems in the application of
the theory of lyapunov krasovskii functionals is the
construction of corresponding lyapunov matrices recently i
there are no places where it solidly fills a stretch of two
dimensional space this is clearer on going to greater and
greater magnification we see more and more one dimensional
structures with no end so it surely has dimension less than
two but greater than one how do we make sense of that leaping
into lyapunov space by a k dewdney september 1991 issue the
sciences 0 0 more by a k dewdney this article was originally
published with the title leaping into lyapunov space
published 30 july 1996 engineering presenting advances in the
theory and design of robust nonlinear control systems this
volume identifies two potential sources of excessive control
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effort in lyapunov design techniques and shows how such
effort can be greatly reduced this paper presents an
effective low rank generalized alternating direction implicit
iteration r gadi method for solving large scale sparse and
stable lyapunov matrix equations and continuous time
algebraic riccati matrix equations the method is based on
generalized alternating direction implicit iteration gadi
which exploits the low rank property of matrices and utilizes
the cholesky



lyapunov exponent wikipedia Apr 27 2024 in mathematics the
lyapunov exponent or lyapunov characteristic exponent of a
dynamical system is a quantity that characterizes the rate of
separation of infinitesimally close trajectories
quantitatively two trajectories in phase space with initial
separation vector δ z 0 displaystyle delta mathbf z 0 diverge
provided that the
ch 9 lyapunov analysis massachusetts institute of technology
Mar 26 2024 taking the same lyapunov candidate as above v
frac 1 2 x 2 we have dot v x 2 x 4 alpha x this lyapunov
function allows us to easily verify for instance that v le
frac 1 3 is a robust invariant set because whenever v frac 1
3 we have forall alpha in alpha min alpha max quad dot v x
alpha
lecture 12 basic lyapunov theory stanford university Feb 25
2024 lyapunov theory is used to make conclusions about
trajectories of a system x f x e g g a s without finding the
trajectories i e solving the differential equation typical
lyapunov theorem has the form if n there exists a function v
v and v r r that satisfies some conditions on
lyapunov stability wikipedia Jan 24 2024 the most important
type is that concerning the stability of solutions near to a
point of equilibrium this may be discussed by the theory of
aleksandr lyapunov in simple terms if the solutions that
start out near an equilibrium point stay near forever then is
lyapunov stable
lyapunov stability theory an overview sciencedirect topics
Dec 23 2023 the control of the trajectory of the space
transports is based on the lyapunov stability theory the
lyapunov stability theory is used to describe the stability
of a dynamic system fig 1 2 3 application the application of
this theory to control is mainly based on the lyapunov
stability theorem
estimating lyapunov exponents from time series springerlink
Nov 22 2023 1 1 introduction lyapunov exponents are a
fundamental concept of nonlinear dynamics they quantify local
stability features of attractors and other invariant sets in
state space positive lyapunov exponents indicate exponential
divergence of neighbouring trajectories and are the most
important attribute of chaotic attractors
13 3 lyapunov s direct method engineering libretexts Oct 21
2023 the idea behind lyapunov s direct method is to establish
properties of the equilibrium point or more generally of the
nonlinear system by studying how certain carefully selected
scalar functions of the state evolve as the system state
evolves
lecture lyapunov functions and storage functions Sep 20 2023
5 1 recognizing lyapunov functions there exists a number of
slightly different ways of defining what constitutes a lyapunov



function for a given system depending on the strength of the
assumptions a variety of conclusions about a system s
behavior can be drawn 5 1 1 abstract lyapunov and storage
functions
finding lyapunov functions mit opencourseware Aug 19 2023 set
t0 a polytope or an ellipsoid in the space of parameter
vector φ φq qn 1 this set will limit the search for a valid
storage function let φ be the center of t0 define v by the φ
and apply the verification oracle to it if v is a valid
storage function the search for storage function ends
successfully
robust nonlinear control design state space and lyapunov Jul
18 2023 this book presents advances in the theory and design
of robust nonlinear control systems in the first part of the
book the authors provide a unified framework for state space
and lyapunov
robust nonlinear control design state space and lyapunov Jun
17 2023 robust adaptive fuzzy output feedback control for
stochastic nonlinear systems with unknown control direction
this paper discusses the problem of adaptive fuzzy output
feedback control for a class of uncertain stochastic
nonlinear strict feedback systems
lecture 13 linear quadratic lyapunov theory stanford
university May 16 2023 linearization theorem the lyapunov
equation the lyapunov equation is at p p a q 0 where a p q rn
n and p q are symmetric interpretation for linear system x ax
if v z zt p z then v z az t p z zt p az zt qz i e if zt p z
is the generalized energy then zt qz
lyapunov function wikipedia Apr 15 2023 lyapunov functions
also called lyapunov s second method for stability are
important to stability theory of dynamical systems and
control theory a similar concept appears in the theory of
general state space markov chains usually under the name
foster lyapunov functions
robust nonlinear control design state space and lyapunov Mar
14 2023 webnonlinear systems reza lavaei graduate student
member ieee leila bridgeman member ieee abstract a controller
synthesis method for state and input constrained nonlinear
systems is presented that seeks continuous piecewise affine
cpa lyapunov like functions and controllers simultaneously
11 projective space and lyapunov exponents springer Feb 13
2023 projective space and lyapunov exponents in the study of
linear systems it is often convenient to introduce the
projective space in particular for systems on the plane the
use of the one dimensional projective space allows to
consider a given mapping as a map of the circle
extension of state space and lyapunov matrices ieee Jan 12
2023 cd 2334 3303 inspec accession number persistent link
ieeexplore ieee org servlet opac punumber 9 more publisher



ieee one of the main problems in the application of the
theory of lyapunov krasovskii functionals is the construction
of corresponding lyapunov matrices recently i
23 3 lyapunov exponents and dimensions of strange attractors
Dec 11 2022 there are no places where it solidly fills a
stretch of two dimensional space this is clearer on going to
greater and greater magnification we see more and more one
dimensional structures with no end so it surely has dimension
less than two but greater than one how do we make sense of
that
leaping into lyapunov space scientific american Nov 10 2022
leaping into lyapunov space by a k dewdney september 1991
issue the sciences 0 0 more by a k dewdney this article was
originally published with the title leaping into lyapunov
space
robust nonlinear control design state space and lyapunov Oct
09 2022 published 30 july 1996 engineering presenting
advances in the theory and design of robust nonlinear control
systems this volume identifies two potential sources of
excessive control effort in lyapunov design techniques and
shows how such effort can be greatly reduced
low rank generalized alternating direction implicit iteration
Sep 08 2022 this paper presents an effective low rank
generalized alternating direction implicit iteration r gadi
method for solving large scale sparse and stable lyapunov
matrix equations and continuous time algebraic riccati matrix
equations the method is based on generalized alternating
direction implicit iteration gadi which exploits the low rank
property of matrices and utilizes the cholesky
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